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Abstract—Many motor behaviors, from walking to speaking,

are acquired through experience, in particular, through trial-

and-error learning. The acquisition and maintenance of such

motor behaviors in a wide range of species, including

humans, appear to depend on cortical-basal ganglia cir-

cuits. In this review, we discuss recent studies in songbirds

that have been pivotal in informing our current understand-

ing of motor learning and cortical-basal ganglia function.

Songbirds are important ethological model systems for the

study of motor learning because young songbirds naturally

develop and refine their songs through trial-and-error learn-

ing. In addition, reinforcement mechanisms are hypothe-

sized to be important for the maintenance and plasticity of

structured adult song. Computational and experimental

studies highlight the importance of vocal motor variability

as the substrate upon which reinforcement mechanisms

could operate to shape developing song and to maintain

adult song. Recent studies in songbirds indicate that this

vocal motor variability is actively generated and modulated

by a highly specialized cortical-basal ganglia circuit evolved

for a single behavior, song. We argue that these and other

recent findings illustrate how the tight association between

a specialized neural circuit and a natural behavior make

songbirds a unique and powerful model in which to investi-

gate the neural substrates of motor learning and plasticity.
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INTRODUCTION

Cortical-basal ganglia circuits are highly conserved

across vertebrates, including humans, and are critical

for learning and performing wide-ranging motor

behaviors (Graybiel, 2005, 2008; Grillner et al., 2005).

Of particular interest is the role of the basal ganglia in

the acquisition and performance of motor behaviors that

are not innate, but also are not explicitly taught. Rather,

these behaviors are thought to follow a reinforcement

learning model whereby the results of actions are evalu-

ated in a trial-and-error fashion, with reinforcement pro-

vided to those motor patterns that result in favorable

outcomes and suppression of actions that lead to undesir-

able outcomes (Sutton and Barto, 1998; Ishii et al., 2002).

There are three components of reinforcement learning

models that researchers have aimed to match with neural

substrates: the brain must (1) generate variable actions

(2) evaluate those actions and (3) reinforce or suppress

future actions accordingly. There has been considerable

and groundbreaking work, especially in primates,

investigating the neural mechanisms by which actions

are evaluated. Neurons in the midbrain ventral

tegmental area and substantia nigra pars compacta

display reward sensitivity that can provide an error or

evaluation signal during learning (Schultz et al., 2003;

Schultz, 2013). In addition, studies in mammals and other

species have examined how cortical-basal ganglia circuits

bias motor output toward a desired outcome. Indeed,

given the motor deficits that arise from diseases of the

basal ganglia, including Parkinson’s and Huntington’s dis-

eases, the role of the basal ganglia in movement is clearly

critical (DeLong, 1971; Delong and Wichmann, 2007;

Wichmann et al., 2011). Together, these data indicate
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that signals arising in cortical-basal ganglia circuits can

incorporate information about reward or context to bias

behavior on a moment-by-moment basis (Hikosaka

et al., 1989; Kawagoe et al., 1998; Handel and

Glimcher, 2000; Gdowski et al., 2001; Lauwereyns

et al., 2002; Brasted and Wise, 2004; Kao et al., 2005;

Pasupathy and Miller, 2005; Williams and Eskandar,

2006; Andalman and Fee, 2009). Thus, many aspects

of reinforcement learning appear critically dependent on

the basal ganglia (Graybiel et al., 1994; Doya and

Sejnowski, 1998, 2000; Sutton and Barto, 1998; Bar

Gad and Bergman, 2001; Doya, 2002).

Much less is known, however, about how and where

motor variability, an essential component of trial-and-

error learning, is generated. Reinforcement models

propose the existence of motor ‘‘exploration’’ to find

actions that result in favorable outcomes and

‘‘exploitation’’ to eventually perform just those favorable

actions. Moreover, several recent studies have shown

that individual differences in the degree of motor

variability can predict or constrain the ability to learn or

alter motor skills (Sober and Brainard, 2012; Wu et al.,

2014). While a handful of studies have described different

patterns of basal ganglia activity between behavioral

exploration and exploitation states in mammals

(Graybiel, 2005; Barnes et al., 2005; Sheth et al., 2011),

in many respects, the study of songbirds has been crucial

to our current understanding of the nature of trial-by-trial

variability, how it is generated in cortical-basal ganglia cir-

cuits and its role in behavioral learning and plasticity

(Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991; Kao et al., 2005;

Ölveczky et al., 2005; Kao and Brainard, 2006; Tumer

and Brainard, 2007; Andalman and Fee, 2009; Mooney,

2009; Stepanek and Doupe, 2010; Fee and Goldberg,

2011; Goldberg and Fee, 2011; Kojima and Doupe,

2011; Warren et al., 2011; Sober and Brainard, 2012).

In this review, we will discuss a series of studies that

have investigated the emergence of neural variability in

an avian cortical-basal ganglia circuit required for motor

learning and plasticity. These studies take advantage of

the highly stereotyped nature of adult birdsong, where

the sequence and structure of song elements are well-

learned and practiced and yet maintain some variability
Fig. 1. Simplified diagram highlighting the similarity in structure and connec

song system in songbirds (B). In both, cortical/pallial premotor structures (bl

basal ganglia receives dopaminergic input from the substantia nigra pars com

the thalamus (purple), which projects back to premotor cortical regions. These

descending connections that can ultimately alter motor output.
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from trial-to-trial. This variability can subserve

reinforcement learning in adult birds (Tumer and

Brainard, 2007), and, as we will discuss, is not a default

state of the nervous system but rather is actively

generated.
ANATOMY

In songbirds, there are two pathways important for song

learning and song production (Nottebohm et al., 1976;

Bottjer et al., 1984; Nordeen and Nordeen, 1997;

Brainard and Doupe, 2002). In one, known as the motor

pathway, the cortical nucleus HVC (proper name)

receives input from cortical auditory areas and projects

to the song motor control nucleus (robust nucleus of the

arcopallium; RA), which innervates motor and respiratory

neurons used for singing (Fig. 1B). A second pathway, the

‘anterior forebrain pathway’ (AFP) also receives input

from HVC. Specifically, a subset of HVC neurons project

to the basal ganglia nucleus Area X, which in turn projects

to the cortical area the lateral magnocellular nucleus of

the anterior nidopallium (LMAN) via the medial portion

of the dorsolateral anterior nucleus of the thalamus

(DLM). LMAN provides the output of the AFP to the motor

pathway and also sends a recurrent projection back to

Area X. Our focus for this review is this second pathway,

the AFP (Fig. 1B).

The AFP shares substantial similarity with cortical-

basal ganglia circuits in mammals (Fig. 1A, B). HVC and

LMAN are pallial in nature and have been likened to

layers 2/3 of the mammalian motor cortex (Karten,

1969, 1991; Jarvis et al., 2005; Reiner et al., 2005;

Dugas-Ford et al., 2012). Area X is a large nucleus within

the basal ganglia proper that has evolved for a single,

ethologically relevant function-song. Like mammalian

basal ganglia, the nucleus Area X receives both cortical

input and midbrain dopaminergic input, and projects to

the thalamus (Lewis et al., 1981; Bottjer, 1993; Soha

et al., 1996; Luo and Perkel, 1999; Farries and Perkel,

2002; Carrillo and Doupe, 2004; Reiner et al., 2004;

Farries et al., 2005; Person et al., 2008). Additionally,

as in mammals, Area X can influence its dopaminergic

inputs, although only indirectly via the ventral pallidum
tivity between mammalian cortical-basal ganglia circuits (A) and the

ue) provide input to cells and nuclei in the basal ganglia (green). The

pacta and the ventral tegmental area (red), and sends projections to

premotor regions also project to motor cortical structures which have
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(Gale et al., 2008). While the striatum and pallidum are

distinct structures in other parts of the avian basal

ganglia, Area X comprises intermixed cell types similar

to both striatal and pallidal cell types in mammals. In par-

ticular, Area X contains inhibitory spiny neurons (SNs),

cholinergic tonically active cells (TANs), GABAergic and

fast-spiking interneurons (FSIs) and tonically active,

high-firing GABAergic neurons that exhibit activity similar

to cells in the internal (GPi) and external (GPe) globus

pallidus (Farries and Perkel, 2002; Carrillo and Doupe,

2004; Reiner et al., 2004; Goldberg and Fee, 2010;

Goldberg et al., 2010). Like their counterparts in mammalian

basal ganglia, both SNs and GPi neurons in Area X have

been shown to be dopamine sensitive, although the dopa-

mine sensitivity of the other cell types remains to be

determined (Ding and Perkel, 2002; Leblois et al., 2010).

As we will discuss in more detail below, lesions of the

AFP affect the learning and plasticity of song without

disrupting other motor behaviors. Thus, the AFP is a

highly specialized cortical-basal ganglia circuit with a

specific function. This tight association with a single

behavior enables direct comparisons between neural

activity and behavior in order to elucidate the role of

single neurons in the production and modulation of a

learned motor output, and provides the opportunity to

manipulate individual pieces of the circuit to determine

their behavioral relevance (reviewed in Doupe et al.,

2005).

TRIAL-AND-ERROR: THE ROLE OF
VARIABILITY IN SONG LEARNING AND

PLASTICITY

Variability in behavior has often been considered an

unwanted feature or default state of the system that can

be overcome with sufficient practice (Osborne et al.,

2005; Churchland et al., 2006a,b). On the other hand, the-

oretical work posits the importance of variability in rein-

forcement learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998). During

reinforcement learning, the results of a number of actions

are evaluated in a trial-and-error fashion, with differential

reinforcement or suppression occurring depending on

the outcome. Such a model is dependent on a balance

between ‘‘exploration’’ of motor space and ‘‘exploitation’’

of motor commands that produce favorable actions.

Moreover, in order to find an optimal solution, it is often

necessary for an organism to continue to produce a range

of actions, that is, to maintain variability, even after it has

successfully performed an action or reached a behavioral

target. Thus, in reinforcement learning models, the active

generation of variability is critical to determining the max-

imally profitable response.

Studies in mammals indicate that as animals move

from learning to executing a particular task, there are

shifts in the activity of populations of striatal (Barnes

et al., 2005) and pallidal (Sheth et al., 2011) neurons. In

particular, there appears to be a neural signature that cor-

responds to motor exploration versus motor exploitation.

These neural signals are dynamic, for example disap-

pearing and reappearing as the task is extinguished and

then relearned (Barnes et al., 2005). However, identifying
Please cite this article in press as: Woolley SC, Kao MH. Variability in action:
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how particular neurons contribute, on a trial-by-trial basis,

to the active generation of variability has proven to be

challenging. Indeed, both the ubiquity of the basal ganglia

in learning and production of all motor actions, and the

lack of independent association between identifiable cor-

tical-basal ganglia loops and specific behaviors, make it

difficult to distinguish between variability as a default state

versus variability that is actively generated.

In songbirds, the relationship between neural

variability and behavioral variability is better established.

Young songbirds memorize the song of their tutor early

in development and then undergo a period of

sensorimotor learning that involves vocal exploration

coupled with auditory feedback to match their immature

vocalizations to the memorized template song (Konishi,

1965; Marler, 1970; reviewed in Brainard and Doupe,

2002). During this time, song progressively improves, until

ultimately the sequence and structure of syllables are

more stereotyped and show impressive similarity to the

tutor song. As adults, zebra finches produce a ‘‘crystal-

lized’’ song that is well-matched to that of the tutor and

is similar in sequence and structure from one rendition

to the next (Konishi, 1965; Immelman, 1969; Marler,

1970). Interestingly, developing birds are capable of pro-

ducing stereotyped, adult-like versions of their song

depending on social context (Kojima and Doupe, 2011),

suggesting that much of the song variation, even in youn-

ger birds, is actively generated vocal exploration.

Such vocal motor exploration is dependent on the

AFP. Lesions or inactivation of LMAN in juvenile birds

result in stereotyped but impoverished song. In

particular, while syllable sequences and syllable

structure are highly consistent from rendition to rendition

after lesions of LMAN, the song itself is a poor match to

the song of the tutor (Bottjer et al., 1984; Scharff and

Nottebohm, 1991; Ölveczky et al., 2005; Goldberg and

Fee, 2011). These data highlight the importance of the

AFP to learning in juveniles and perhaps its contribution

to vocal exploration in particular.

While song, especially syllable sequence, is generally

more stereotyped in adults than juveniles, there continues

to be subtle variation in syllable structure. In particular,

song variability is naturally modulated by social context

(Fig. 2A–C). Song structure can rapidly shift, from a

variable and more plastic song when a male sings alone

(‘undirected’) to a stereotyped and less plastic courtship

song (‘directed’ song) performed for and preferred by

females (Kao and Brainard, 2006; Woolley and Doupe,

2008; Hampton et al., 2009; Sakata and Brainard,

2009). In adults, stimulation of LMAN can drive variability

in syllable features, such as pitch (Kao et al., 2005), while

lesioning or inactivating LMAN reduces variability in sylla-

ble structure during undirected singing (Ölveczky et al.,

2005; Kao and Brainard, 2006; Hampton et al., 2009;

Stepanek and Doupe, 2010). Moreover, the activity of sin-

gle neurons in LMAN during directed and undirected sing-

ing is modulated by social context (Fig. 2D–F; Hessler

and Doupe, 1999; Kao et al., 2008). Relative to activity

during directed singing, individual neurons show higher

firing rates, more burst firing and less reliable firing pat-

terns during undirected singing. While the activity from
Contributions of a songbird cortical-basal ganglia circuit to vocal motor
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Fig. 2. Syllable structure and neural activity in LMAN are more variable during undirected singing. (A) Spectrogram of a single zebra finch syllable,

dashed lines indicate the time window where the fundamental frequency was measured. (B, C) Histograms of the fundamental frequency during

undirected (B) and directed (C) singing. These data illustrate the greater cross-rendition variability in syllable pitch during undirected singing. Activity

in LMAN is also more variable during undirected singing. (D) Spectrogram of a song motif. Raster plots of the activity of a single neuron in LMAN

during directed (E) and undirected (F) motif renditions. (F) While there are significant differences in the firing rate, variability and amount of bursting

between the two social conditions (compare E and F), the average song-related pattern of activity is highly similar between directed and undirected

singing (Data not shown). Modified from Kao and Brainard (2006) and Kao et al. (2008).
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trial-to-trial shows dramatic social modulation, the aver-

age pattern across trials is highly similar between the

two social contexts, implying that activity in LMAN pro-

vides the motor pathway with variation around a patterned

signal.

Together, these data indicate that, in both juveniles

and adults, behavioral variability is not a default state,

but actively requires cortical-basal ganglia circuitry.

During learning in juveniles, the relationship between

vocal exploration and eventual exploitation is more

obvious, as birds move from highly variable to

significantly more stereotyped songs. In adults, recent

work indicates that the song variability continues to be

significant for song plasticity. Trial-by-trial variability in

adult song can enable reinforcement learning, and the

degree of variability can constrain the amount of

plasticity (Tumer and Brainard, 2007; Andalman and

Fee, 2009; Charlesworth et al., 2011; Warren et al.,

2011; Sober and Brainard, 2012).
LOCUS FOR THE ACTIVE GENERATION OF
VARIABILITY

To date, many studies have focused on the output of the

AFP, LMAN, in investigating the role of this circuit in

providing both bias and variability to the motor pathway.

While this approach has been crucial in establishing a
Please cite this article in press as: Woolley SC, Kao MH. Variability in action:
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role for the AFP in modifying motor output and enabling

plasticity, LMAN is the output of a larger circuit. Thus,

studies of LMAN alone leave open the question of

where and how variability is generated. In particular, is

variability a property of the cortical output nucleus or

does it arise elsewhere in the cortical-basal ganglia

circuitry?

Studies in juvenile birds show that lesions of the basal

ganglia nucleus Area X and lesions of the cortical outflow

nucleus LMAN have distinct effects. In both cases,

juveniles fail to properly learn the tutor song (Scharff

and Nottebohm, 1991). However, while lesions of LMAN

result in premature song stereotypy, Area X lesions result

in songs where both the sequence and the structure of

syllables remain variable (Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991;

Goldberg and Fee, 2011). These data indicate that there

may be differential contributions of these two nuclei to

sensorimotor learning in young birds.

In adults, lesions of Area X and LMAN both reduce

song plasticity, but, as is true in juveniles, they appear

to have different roles in modulating trial-by-trial

variability. In general, adult song plasticity has been

studied by altering auditory feedback. For example,

plasticity can be generated by removing, through

deafening, naturally occurring auditory feedback

(Nordeen and Nordeen, 1997; Brainard and Doupe,

2000; Kojima et al., 2013), and can be driven through
Contributions of a songbird cortical-basal ganglia circuit to vocal motor
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the imposition of distorted auditory feedback (Tumer and

Brainard, 2007; Sober and Brainard, 2009; Ali et al.,

2013). In both of these cases, feedback-driven changes

in syllable features, such as pitch, are inhibited by lesions

of either LMAN or Area X. However, although both LMAN

and Area X lesions influence song plasticity, Area X

lesions only transiently reduce the degree of pitch variabil-

ity in adult birds (Ali et al., 2013; Kojima et al., 2013)

whereas LMAN lesions cause long-lasting reductions in

the variability of pitch (Kao and Brainard, 2006;

Hampton et al., 2009). These data in both juveniles and

adults hint at potentially different roles for these nuclei in

generating variability that subserves plasticity (Fee and

Goldberg, 2011; Kojima et al., 2013).

However, because the AFP is a circuit, one

complication in interpreting the differential effects of

LMAN and Area X lesions is that lesions of Area X likely

alter activity throughout the circuit. Indeed, recent data

indicate that eliminating activity in Area X alters the

activity of LMAN neurons (Kojima et al., 2013). Specifi-

cally, after Area X lesions, LMAN is not silent but instead

continues to show both spontaneous activity and

increased firing with singing. However, this singing-

related firing shows a marked loss of patterned bursting,

indicating that burst firing is not an intrinsic property of

LMAN neurons but rather is a circuit property dependent

on activity in Area X. Moreover, in the absence of normal,

patterned bursting in LMAN, song does not deteriorate

following altered feedback (deafening), despite the

presence of tonic increases in singing-related activity.

Thus, Area X lesions eliminate both the typical patterned
Fig. 3. (A) Diagram of the song system. Subsequent panels show recordin

neurons that project to Area X are highly precise and do not differ in the prec

firing precision of SNs in Area X is also not affected by social context, alt

undirected singing. (F, G) In contrast, GPi neurons in Area X display dramati

variable activity during undirected singing. This social modulation does not r
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bursting in LMAN and deafening-induced plasticity. This

raises the possibility that random variability may not be

sufficient to induce plasticity; rather, targeted variability

or bursting may be necessary to enable plastic changes.

Moreover, it remains to be determined how the residual

LMAN activity following basal ganglia lesions contributes

to activity in RA and to song variability, in particular

whether tonic, unpatterned activity could account for the

continued song variability apparent after Area X lesions.

To directly investigate where and how socially

modulated variability is generated within the AFP, we

systematically recorded single neurons at multiple

stages in the circuit (Fig. 3A) in birds either while they

performed a courtship song for females or sang in

isolation (Woolley et al., 2014; Fig. 3). We found that, in

HVC, cells that project to Area X (HVCX) exhibit firing that

is highly precise in both the timing and number of spikes

and is not modulated by social context (Fig. 3B vs C).

These data indicate that the social modulation of variabil-

ity seen in LMAN (Fig. 2E, F) is not present in the inputs to

Area X from the motor pathway. Individual SNs in Area X,

the first step in the AFP, also exhibit precise song-locked

bursts that are equally reliable during directed and undi-

rected singing (Fig. 3D vs. E). However, unlike HVCX neu-

rons, SNs also show a small but consistent increase in the

mean firing rate during undirected singing. In contrast,

GPi neurons, the output cells of Area X, show dramatic

social context-dependent differences in both firing rate

and spike timing across trials (Fig. 3F vs. G). This is most

apparent in pauses in firing, which are thought to reflect

the inhibitory inputs of SNs onto GPi neurons and allow
gs from neurons in HVC (blue) and Area X (green). (B, C) In HVC,

ision of spike timing or firing rate between social contexts. (D, E) The

hough the mean firing rate is slightly but significantly higher during

c differences in both the rate and variability of firing, with higher, more

ely on input from LMAN. Modified from Woolley et al. (2014).
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Fig. 4. Illustration of one potential model for how a difference in rate correlation among spiny neurons (SNs) could produce the substantial social

modulation of variability in GPi neurons. Convergence of SNs onto a single GPi neuron is depicted for five SNs under a high dopamine (A) and low

dopamine (B) condition. (A) Firing rate for five SNs across five trials, with rate corresponding to color based on the heat map on the left. When

dopamine levels are high, as is seen during directed singing, the model assumes that firing rate is uncorrelated across SNs and the number of

spikes for each cell will be independent on a given trial (different colors across cells). For a GPi neuron receiving convergent inhibitory input from this

population of SNs, this will result in an average amount of inhibitory input that is similar across trials, indicated by the similar color across all trials for

the convergent input. (B) In contrast, when dopamine levels are lower, as is seen during undirected singing, the model assumes that all SNs active

at the same time in song will fire the same number of spikes on a given trial (increased rate correlation), indicated by the same color across all cells.

Thus, the downstream GPi neuron will receive different levels of inhibition across trials, indicated by the different colors across trials for the

convergent input. (C) Raster plot of a simulated GPi neuron. When SN inputs are uncorrelated, the downstream GPi neuron displays consistent

pauses in firing across trials. (D) Raster plot of a simulated GPi neuron when the SN inputs are correlated. In this case, the downstream GPi neuron

displays pauses in activity that are less reliable or consistent across trials. Across 50 simulations, each involving 50 trials and 1000 SNs synapsing

onto a single GPi neuron, the average CC of pause onsets was significantly higher and less variable when SN rates were uncorrelated than when

they were correlated (0.81 versus 0.67, respectively; p< 0.0001). These effects on GPi neuron pausing parallel the social modulation of variability

seen in actual GPi neurons. Modified from Woolley et al. (2014).
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downstream thalamic neurons to fire, either via post-inhib-

itory rebound or disinhibition (Person and Perkel, 2005,

2007; Kojima and Doupe, 2009; Goldberg and Fee,

2012). These pauses are less reliable and show greater

variation in timing from trial-to-trial during undirected than

directed singing. Thus, by recording at multiple stages in

the circuit, we found that between the input and output

of the basal ganglia, activity transitions from being highly

stereotyped to showing substantial trial-by-trial variability.

Area X GPi neurons receive inputs from SNs intrinsic

to Area X, HVCX neurons and collaterals from LMAN

neurons projecting to RA (Farries et al., 2005; Leblois

et al., 2009). While HVCX neurons and SNs show no

social modulation in spike-timing variability, LMAN firing

is strongly modulated by social context. Thus, context-

dependent changes in trial-by-trial variability in GPi
Please cite this article in press as: Woolley SC, Kao MH. Variability in action:
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neuron firing could either arise first in the basal ganglia

or could originate later in the circuit and be fed back into

Area X from LMAN (Fig. 3A). In order to distinguish

between these two possibilities, we lesioned LMAN, thus

making the circuit completely feed forward, and recorded

the activity of pallidal neurons. Following lesions of LMAN,

the activity of GPi neurons in Area X remains variable and

sensitive to social context (Woolley et al., 2014). These

data imply that variability in GPi neurons does not derive

from LMAN or HVC inputs but rather is generated within

the basal ganglia proper, and raise the possibility that var-

iability may arise specifically in the connection between

SNs and GPi neurons.

To understand how the activity of SNs, which are

highly precise in all contexts, could give rise to the

variable and socially modulated activity of GPi neurons,
Contributions of a songbird cortical-basal ganglia circuit to vocal motor
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we propose one simple model incorporating the known

firing properties of these neurons, the presumed

convergence of many SNs onto pallidal neurons, and

potential dopamine-dependent differences in rate

correlation based on data in mammals (Woolley et al.,

2014; Fig. 4). In mammals, dopamine release is known

to affect the degree of rate correlation among SNs, with

lower correlation among neurons during higher dopamine

states (Bergman et al., 1998; Goldberg et al., 2004; Costa

et al., 2006). In zebra finches, dopamine influences con-

text-dependent differences in song, and is increased in

Area X during courtship singing (Sasaki et al., 2006;

Leblois et al., 2010). Based on this, we hypothesize that

context-dependent differences in dopamine release could

modulate the degree of rate correlation between SNs in

Area X.

Specifically, in our model, increases in dopamine

during directed singing, would result in uncorrelated

firing rates among SNs that fire at the same point in

song. Such lower correlations in the firing rate of SNs

would result in levels of inhibition that are similar across

trials, and GPi neurons would pause more reliably in

response to the average firing of their SN inputs

(Fig. 4A). In contrast, during undirected singing,

dopamine levels are lower, and we hypothesize that SNs

would be more correlated in their activity during each

trial. In this condition, for each trial, all cells that are

active at a particular time in song would fire the same

number of spikes on that trial (Fig. 4B). Thus, variation in

the number of spikes across trials would be the same for

all cells that fire at that time in song. Given the variability

in firing rate across trials seen in single neurons,

increases in rate correlations among SNs would result in

greater variation in the degree of inhibition on GPi

neurons across trials and therefore in the GPi pauses.

Using a simulation, we found that simply by altering

the rate correlation of SNs we could produce dramatic

differences in the reliability and variability of pallidal

neuron activity that parallel the differences in activity

that we see in our recordings (Fig. 4C, D; Woolley et al.,

2014). Thus, this model provides one possible framework

for understanding how a highly variable signal in pallidal

neurons could be generated from SN inputs that display

highly precise spike timing. This hypothesis can be tested

directly in future studies that measure correlations across

SNs in different social contexts and manipulate levels of

dopamine in Area X. Moreover, it will be important to

examine the contributions of other striatal and pallidal cell

types within Area X to the social modulation of variability.

Finally, as these data have highlighted, the AFP is a cir-

cuit. While we have focused on Area X and LMAN, lesion

and electrophysiological studies of the thalamic nucleus

DLM hint that DLM is much more than just a simple relay

station and underscore the importance of understanding

how signals are altered in the thalamus and how they con-

tribute to song performance, variability and plasticity

(Chen et al., 2014; Goldberg and Fee, 2011, 2012;

Goldberg et al., 2012). Addressing these and other future

directions will provide needed insight into understanding

the generation of variability within cortical-basal ganglia

circuitry.
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CONCLUSION

Understanding the learning and execution of behavior is a

fundamental question in neuroscience. Because

songbirds possess a cortical-basal ganglia circuit

specific for a single behavior, song, they offer a unique

model in which to investigate the circuits important for

generating and modulating a learned behavior.

Recently, studies on songbirds have been crucial to

informing our current understanding of the function and

generation of variability in learning and plasticity. Work

to date, in both mammals and songbirds, indicates that

the basal ganglia may be a locus where the three

components instrumental to reinforcement learning are

integrated: motor exploration or variability, error and

evaluation signals, and biasing signals to adjust future

actions. Future studies investigating how these three

components are generated, interact and are propagated

will be critical to further our understanding of motor

learning, motor control and motor dysfunction, and

songbirds promise to remain an essential model for

studying that integration.
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